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L I O N

CHAPTER 11
We Are Human

What if Life Mastery is the Core of Human Existence? 
Could i t  Real ly Be the Source o f  a l l  Our Joy?



"I don't dedicate my life to training, I dedicate my 
training to life." 

-Lion

DREAMS
Chapte r  11



 The first time I saw him draw, I simply could not believe my

eyes. At this point in my fathers’ life he had already attained

a degree of mastery over his pencil. As only a small boy,

perhaps three or four years old, my eyes glazed over with

awe as I watched my father lay down line after line as they

soon formed a new language of life. It spoke strongly to the

subconscious—this was my father in a new form. He had

transformed himself into a superhero. He loved drawing

comics and even worked as a Marvel sketch artist, albeit, for

a short time.  

Subconsciously I knew that if I could do that, I could

transform myself into the visual equivalent of awe. As far

back as I can recall, I have been friends with this gorgeous

state of mind. However, I don’t think a single person around

me felt that way about anything or even noticed the force at

work within me. That was it. I would be an artist! “One day I

will have all the best art supplies.” I thought to myself. Until

then, a no.2 pencil and light weight computer paper would

have to suffice.   

I thought he was the coolest person in the world. As the

eldest of 9 siblings, my older cousin was my role model, the

older brother I never had. Anything he did, I would do too.

He lived two hours away and perhaps our most exciting

childhood experiences were spent in one another’s

company. One summer day he came to visit and he brought

with him a sweet pro model skateboard. The pride he

showed for this thing gleamed through his teeth as he

explained it’s uber significance.  



Man, I wanted one so bad! I felt like I had seen a skateboard

for the very first time. Even though I had my own fish board

my dad had picked up for me at a local craft fair. Mine

turned to the left and was stubborn and stiff. But, his was

responsive, smooth, graceful and luxurious. Mine was

generic and his was a prestigious, trusted brand name. I

yearned deeply for my own.  

As luck would have it, my cousin accidently left his precious

skateboard when he went home. Until he would make his

return, which was months later, I had the grace of learning

to ride and become acquainted. That was it. I soon had in

my possession, my very own pro model complete

skateboard and we were absolutely inseparable.  

These things have inspired me, filled me with awe. Like a

strange magnetic field around my destiny, I was drawn to

them. I saw something incredible and I let Curiosity draw me

close. She’s extremely cunning. Her blonde, wavy hair

gently flows with the soft-spoken wind. Her blue eyes stare

tenderly into my gaze, I see nothing but her beauty.

Everything in existence tells me I want her. Without fear and

without question, like the lion after a gazelle, I began my

pursuit. The waiting is over.  

The pursuit of a woman is graceful, too much aggression

will cause her to go into defense and scares her away. The

lion only gets what he’s after by way of force and the gazelle

is then defeated, lifeless. Not enough aggression and the

woman’s gaze is fleeting. 



 You see, it’s a delicate dance—to seduce a woman, to

awaken her love. When we are searching and Curiosity tugs

at the strings of our mind, when we dance gracefully and

draw her in—no words can describe this success. This is

the dance of love and sex. 

It may not make sense right now; how love and sex has

anything to do with your dreams but, we must keep the

analogies of the pursuit of a lion and the dance of love and

sex near and dear to our hearts. For it will make or break

our True Destiny. The right woman, and there may be many

of those in our lives, like the right dream, also may come in

multitude, will draw you in and keep you in a steady

balance. But, if we remain ignorant, we just might let the

love of our lives slip right through our fingers. 

The delicate dance of pursuit must be treated with grace,

dignity and respect. You will be bold and take the lead but,

she will reject you. The pencil will not do as you please and

the skateboard will be as responsive as a piece of wood

with wheels. Rejection is painful, you don’t need me to tell

you that. My pencil rejected me for years alas, my dance

continued. My skateboard ignored my wishes, threw me to

the ground and made me bleed and break bones. Alas, my

dance continued.  

I began to treat my pursuits with grace, dignity and respect.

My first relationship began in 5th grade and our innocent

dance of love continued on for three years. My pencil slowly

began to allow me the control I desired. It took me two

years, but I finally started landing kickflips.  



The small, consistent and mindful baby steps allow our

pursuits to respond.  

They’re timid and shy, you see. They’ll flee from you if you

chase them. Soon enough, sometimes in great amounts of

time. Countless numbers of rejections and a little blood,

sweat and tears, you’ll begin to talk with her frequently and

smile at each other from across the room. You’ll land your

first kickflip and your stick figure becomes an oddly shaped

woman. She’ll start laughing at your jokes and perhaps your

terrible drawings too. 

The Law of Duality plays a key role in pursuing your

dreams. They demand to be approached with grace, dignity

and respect but you will feel the urge to sprint. That urge

can kill your spirit of the pursuit. The pain of rejection will

leave a scar. Mastering your opposing emotions, thoughts

and impulses is the key to unlocking the greatest treasures

in life. So, attract your dreams and your women too, slowly

but surely, they’ll come to you. And be weary too, for you’ll

become them and they you.  

The beautiful dance of the Youniverse is delicate and fragile

like a flower. You must be the choreography—not the

dancer. Not the artist, but the art. In an actual dance, not a

metaphorical one, the male leads with grace and the female

must be willing to match this grace and respond; being

moved and moving forward and back, side to side, twirled

and dipped. In order to dance with one another we must be

willing to give and take. 



 We must respect the dance and give up certain freedoms

and luxuries to respond according to the needs of our

partner. This is what it takes for love and dreams to bloom. 

My friend, you must have a passion for the subject or object

of your desires that is so strong that no amount of pain and

failure can stop you. However, you can always change your

mind and sometimes; You must. The Law of Duality is ever

on-going. Much like the Law of Gravity, it remains in

constant swing. If you jump from a great height, gravity can

kill you. It must be treated with grace, dignity and respect.

And so, if you pursue anything at all whether it be approval

of others, the love of a woman or the mastery over a pencil

remember that these too, if not treated with grace, dignity

and respect, can kill you.  

Elon Musk said, “Failing is an option, if you’re not failing,

you’re not innovating enough.” Comfort, my friend, is the

death of innovation. Get uncomfortable. Take chances.

Make the choice to fail a lot, you will gain knowledge. The

more of this you attain, the more educated you will become.

Our school system teaches you not to fail, that this is bad.

You must rip this weed from your mind, it is utter nonsense.

If you dare to fail and fail and fail the pencil will open like a

faucet and you’ll pour through it. You’ll become one with the

skateboard. Her thoughts will begin to drift dreamily to you

often.  

You will become talented; your peers and strangers alike

will tell you so. Some of them will grow envious for their

misinformation and forced beliefs cause them to think they 



 cannot dance and you have been born with a gift that they

do not have access to. Do not become angered by them

but, take pity. For you will know that this is a lie. You have

spent far more hours failing than they have tried. You have

gracefully attracted your gifts and talents by facing more

failure than you care to count. You’ve fallen more times than

they have cared to try. You have been rejected far more

than they have allowed themselves to face. You have taken

the wrong steps so many times you begin to figure out

which are the correct steps, you’ve learned to dance.  

The delicate and fragile dance of the Youniverse is

continuous and the music is ever-changing. Learning and

failure must never end and the dance must continue on in

grace, dignity and respect. For if not, it shall surely flee from

you. And when your dreams and women flee, return to this

wisdom. Let it soothe your soul, for your success has

always been and will always be—a piece of choreography

that you must be. 

Knowing what you want is the first step to achieving it.

Knowing what I wanted didn’t begin as a specific vision. I

just knew I wanted to create beautiful works of art. I wanted

to dazzle and perplex people, like I have always felt. I

wanted to say something important. It was because of this

desire; I could force the pencil into my hand. I did everything

I could to learn how to force that pencil to speak. World

famous Robert Henri stated, “The man who has something

to say, will learn to draw.” I failed repeatedly. I crumpled

mountains of paper and cried tears of intense frustration.

And then I picked the pencil up again and failed some more. 



 I may have succeeded a few times along the way, little

successes, seemingly insignificant to say in fact. But, I

believed I was capable of more. The careful balance of self-

doubt and confidence lead me to this. 

My blood is pounding through my veins. I can feel them

pumping oxygen into my muscles. I can feel my brain

lighting up. My vibrations pulsate through the Youniverse at

much higher frequencies than normal. I push, one, two,

three times. I shift my feet into place and position my

balance on the tail of the board and with one swift, “Pop!”

We hurl through the air. It happens within the blink of an eye

but, in this very moment, time stays still for me. My

skateboard is rotating. It’s a delicate and graceful dance. I

see the wheels now and begin pushing my feet out to grab

the grip tape. The board smacks the soles of my shoes as

we’re still rising into the air.  

This is my most surreal moment. I feel in control of my mind

and body. I feel like I control time. I feel like I. Just. Am. We

begin to fall and I snap back to the illusive flow of time I’m

used to. “Crack!” We hit the ground and roll away. I’ve

visualized this moment in my head hundreds of times. I tried

many times, fell many times. But, each time I got back up. I

wanted to see this vision through. The first time it happens

is mind blowing. It’s exactly the way I envisioned it. Reality

aligned with the pictures in my head. Wanna know what the

crazy part is? You can do this too. With anything you wish

but, you must want it with a fierce passion. Whether you

decide you can or cannot, you are right. Believe in the

power of your mind and believe in the power of decision. 



 The lack of consciously using our minds and decisions

creates a whirlwind of problems mentally and physically.

Don’t take my word for it; experiment with this, observe and

learn. Do not repeat your mistakes, grow and learn to grow

more efficiently with fewer mistakes. Better yet, learn from

the mistakes of others. Please, learn to recognize your

dreams. And when you do, approach her with grace, dignity

and respect. Attract her to you as she has attracted you. Be

the choreography of this dance and when your song with

her is complete; Let her go and find a new partner for the

fortune of love comes and goes. We must nurture this

nature of duality and remain in harmonious flow with the

changes of evolution. You must be able to discern when to

move on and when to remain persistent. Choose your

battles wisely, for there will be much pain along the way 



TAKING
ACTION

I know the fire is in you too, doesn't this

feel great?

Well done!



•  T H I S  H A S  B E E N  A   •

E D U C A T I O N A L  R E S E A R C H  P R O D U C T I O N

All methods herein are experimental, results may vary. 

David Lion 
Foundation 



Hidden mysteries, just behind your ears, tucked right

between the skies. 

Wipe away your fears and don't believe their lies. 

Dream big and aim high, don't you want to live before you

die? 



THIS  CHAPTER  IS  DEDICATED  TO  

PAUL MURRAY & 
JOSHUA JOY

IT 'S  OFTEN  THE  PEOPLE  WE  LOOK  UP  TO  WHO

INSPIRE  US  TO  SEE  OUR  OWN  SIGN  POST .


